
Warm Up:
Make sure you have page 64 and 65 labeled 

“Clipbirds Lab” w/ pages glued on them. 

Welcome to ClipBird
Land! 



 Evolution is the result of natural selection acting upon 
variation within a population. Organisms with favored traits 
within a given set of environmental circumstances have a 
selective advantage over individuals with different traits. It 
is this mechanism that leads to speciation. It is important to 
understand that favored traits are only advantageous 
within a particular situation and may not aid survival in 
another circumstance. 

Background Knowledge 



How does food availability affect beak 
type?

Problem 



To investigate how food availability will 
affect beak type in a fictional bird species.

Purpose 



 If ____________________________________then, 
_____________________________________________ because 
________________________________________

Create Hypothesis 



 1 ½ lb of popcorn kernels 

 1 ½ lb lima beans 

 255 marbles 

 20 large binder clips

 20 large medium binder clips 

 20 small binder clips 

 30 plastic cups 

 6 brown bags 

Materials 



 Select twelve individuals to represent birds. Six will represent east, six will represent 
west. 

 Give two students on each side large clips, two medium clips, and two small clips. 
Then, give all twelve students a small cup to represent their stomachs. 

 Spread the season two food out on each table

 In fifteen seconds, individuals are to use their clips to grab as much as food as the 
can. They must “clip” the food and deposit it in their cups. 

 After 45 seconds, use the food value guide and calculate the value of the food. If 
an individual does not meet the required value, then they will turn in their clip. If an 
individual does survive, they receive an additional clip and may choose another 
student to play the game. 

 Clean up uneaten food from season two. 

 Record results in data table 

 Follow directions 3-7 for seasons three and four. 

Directions 



Food Values 



Data: Number of Survivors 



 1. Was your hypothesis confirmed or rejected? Be sure to provide 
evidence for your claim. 

 2. Identify the independent, dependent, and constant variables. 

 3. Can this investigation be repeated? 

 4. Is clipbird beak size an adaptation? Justify your answer with 
evidence from lab. 

 5. What trends do you notice in western clipland? 

 6. What trends do you notice in eastern clipland

 7. How can an adaptation for one individual in a species can impact 
the survival for the entire species? 

 8. How does the environment influence natural selection? Explain your 
answer. 

Analysis Questions 



Mini Poster Requirements 








